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Flight Number Callsign (FNC) Designators - Information and Application
Assessment of applications for the registration of FNC designators is provided by Airservices Australia (Airservices) and performed in accordance with the rules of the Australian Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) and the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO).A FNC consists of a flight plan designator and a telephony designator; used in conjunction with numeric suffixes and in accordance with the guidelines at AIP GEN 3.4 paras 4.13 through 4.22.
Designators are only used for communication between aircrew and air traffic services. They are not the same as IATA-issued codes used for passenger and cargo traffic purposes. Easily pronounced, recognisable and unique designators provide tangible benefits to operators and service providers alike, particularly for international operations. Domestic and Special Task operators may also realise benefits through simplified or reduced radio transmission requirements for high frequency or special-task operations. 
As the approval agency, Airservices must weigh the benefits to operators and service providers against the potential for introduced risk. Importantly, the purpose of allocating designators is not solely for the convenience of the applicant. Any benefit to the operator is assessed against a range of considerations with particular focus given to the possibility of introducing or increasing the risk that similar or improperly used designators may introduce callsign confusion between pilots and the air traffic service provider - including pilots executing clearances intended for the other aircraft (AIP GEN 3.4 para 4.13.1).
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are not eligible for designators. Rules for RPAS and UAV flight planning are found at AIP GEN 3.4 para 4.18 and AIP ENR 1.10 Appendix 2.
There are three types of designators:
 ·          Domestic: For operations wholly within Australian FIRs, a two-letter flight plan designator and associated telephony designator
 ·          ICAO: For operations both within Australian FIRs and internationally, a three-letter flight plan designator and associated telephony designator
 ·          AIP Special Task: For operations engaged in a special task using a designator indicative of the nature of the task as per AIP GEN 3.4 para 4.22. 
Domestic designators 
Applications for domestic designators will be considered for operations within the Australian FIRs where the allocation of a unique designator will provide benefits in the provision of air traffic services for both operators and service providers.
Guidance on the selection of designators can be found at AIP GEN 3.4 para 4.20. Where practical, designators should reflect the name of the aircraft operating agency or its telephony designator, or the aeronautical service for which it is requested. The same designator will not be registered for more than one aircraft operating agency, aeronautical authority or service.
Applications for domestic designators are made directly to ats.assurance@airservicesaustralia.com using the form provided on page 4.  
ICAO designators  
Applications for ICAO designators are considered for the following operations:
·         International operators engaged in air transport which in the opinion of the State of jurisdiction have a need for an exclusive designator
·         Governmental authorities and services which use and/or provide air navigation communication and other facilities and services for international civil 
         aviation
·         Organisations, other than government organisations, which provide services for international civil aviation. 
Rules for the registration or change of ICAO designators for international operations are promulgated under the ICAO Doc 8585'Designators for Aircraft Operating Agencies, Aeronautical Authorities and Services'. 
ICAO rules provide mitigation against the possibility of international and domestic operations operating in similar airspace volumes with the same or similar telephony designators. Regardless, aircraft operating with approved designators still have the potential to be involved in callsign confusion, and actions as per AIP GEN 3.4 para 4.13.2 can be initiated to temporarily resolve the issue.
As per Doc 8585, certain three-letter designators are either 'reserved' or not available for new allocations in the following ranges:
·         Y series: for government organisations providing civil aviation facilities and services and to avoid AFTN routing problems
·         Z series (except ZXA to ZXZ): for government organisations which provide air traffic services and to avoid AFTN routing problems
·         YEY, YGY, YHY, YIY, YKY, YQY, YRY, YUY, YVY and ZXA to ZXZ: for national allocation by Contracting States to national authorities and
         services and will not be used for other assignments by ICAO
·         YXY: Military Service or organisation
·         YYY: Aircraft operating agencies and organisations not allocated a three-letter ICAO designator on an exclusive basis
·         ZZZ: aircraft in flight
·         Combinations starting with CZ or ZC: to avoid conflict with the AFTN Start-of-Message Signal
·         Combinations with NN: to avoid conflict with the AFTN End-of-Message Signal
·         PAN, SOS, QTA and SVC: will not be assigned to avoid confusion with emergency and other communication service codes.
Consideration should also be given to the following:
·         The aircraft operating agency must immediately advise Airservices of any designators no longer required. Airservices will inform ICAO of the
         change. Designators no longer required will not be reassigned until a period of at least 60 days has elapsed from the date of notification to 
         ICAO
·         Annual reviews are conducted by the 'State' for all designators and associated information in Doc 8585 for which it is responsible and advise ICAO
         of any changes required.
Applications for ICAO designators are made directly to ICAO at http://www4.icao.int/3ld.
Note: To ensure the proposed designators do not conflict with other Australian domestic operators, Airservices advises operators to contact ats.assurance@airservicesaustralia.com prior to submitting the application to ICAO. Not doing so may lead to additional cost and delay of the ICAO application process. 
AIP Special Task designators
See AIP GEN 3.4 para 4.22. Applications for AIP Special Task designators are made directly to ats.assurance@airservicesaustralia.com using the form provided on page 4.
Selecting telephony designators
Telephony designators for aircraft operating agencies are used as part of the aircraft callsign followed by the flight number identification in communications, in accordance with AIP GEN 3.4 and ICAO Radiotelephony Procedures (Annex 10, volume II, 5.2.1.7.2 refers).
For the registration of telephony designators the following rules are applied:
·         The telephony designator should resemble the name of the aircraft operating agency or its function and be distinct from any other telephony         designators including, for international operations, those in Doc 8585. Ideally it should reflect correlation between the two or three-letter         designator, the telephony designator and the name of the aircraft operating agency or its function
·         In order to reduce the length of transmission the telephony designator should be brief, comprising if possible one word of two or three         syllables. It should not exceed two words
·         Three-letter designators may not be used in phonetic form as telephony designators
·         International telephony designators should be easily and phonetically pronounceable in at least one of the following languages: English,         French, Russian or Spanish.
Selecting flight identification numbers and suffixes
In selecting a flight identification number or callsign suffix, AIP GEN 3.4 para 4.15.1 states operators should avoid using numbers that correlate with: 
·         Ending in 'zero' or 'five' to avoid confusion with headings
·         Potential level utilisation (e.g. 3000, 500, 350, etc)
·         Emergency codes (e.g. 7600, 7700, etc)
·         Numerical aircraft types (e.g. 767, 330, etc).
Note:  Flight numbers and callsign suffix numbers should take into account flight numbers already in use by the operator and other agencies in the intended control environment or area of operation. Special Task operators will also need to refer to AIP GEN 3.4 para 4.22.2 for additional information on the allocation and use of callsign suffix numbers.
Telephony designator
Domestic designators: Please provide 3 options for each as per AIP GEN 3.4  4.20.1
 
Three letter designators are intended for use in telecommunications services and system displays. The designator should reflect the name of the operating agency, the telephony designator, and not be part of the reserved or restricted designators under ICAO Doc 8585
Application for use of Domestic or Special Task FNC Designators
I have read the requirements of AIP GEN 3.4 para 4.13 to 4.22 as applicable to this application.
I understand that I am responsible for notifying Airservices  if a designator is no longer required, or any other changes to the information provided above.
Please email completed form toats.assurance@airservicesaustralia.com
Special Task designators: Please indicate which callsign listed at AIP GEN 4.22.1 is being requested
 
Two-letter flight plan designator
Three letter designators are intended for use in telecommunications services and system displays. The designator should reflect the name of the operating agency, the telephony designator, and not be part of the reserved or restricted designators under ICAO Doc 8585
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